Ten peerless residences,
one island site

Island [noun] :
An area of separated and isolated position,
truly individual.
House [noun] :
A building in which people reside,
a home.
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Elevated on the crest overlooking East Melbourne,
Island House is a limited collection of ten
refined residences.
Moments from the hallowed turf of the MCG and the
city’s world-famous sports and entertainment precinct,
the development offers unrivalled access to Melbourne’s
most iconic destinations. Bounded by extensive parks
and gardens, it brings together history, culture and
connection in a striking architectural achievement.

Ten peerless residences,
one island site

Set back from Bridge Road on its own island site,
Island House is poised above the adjoining arts square
and heritage precinct. Residents enjoy a bird’s-eye view
of the city and stunning vistas of the vast parklands that
stretch along the banks of the Yarra River.
The richly-storied streets of East Melbourne provide a
stately backdrop to the leafy avenues of Fitzroy Gardens
while trams to Melbourne’s arts precinct and marbleclad shopping arcades glide past the lobby door.
Comprising seven residences and three penthouses,
Island House is a one-off boutique development from
Volume Projects and Pitch Architecture, featuring Fiona
Lynch-designed interiors that provide an oasis-like
calm in the heart of the city.
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Island House sits within easy walking distance of some
of Melbourne’s most beautiful and historic gardens.
From the heritage-listed Fitzroy Gardens precinct with
its towering elm trees, vintage cottages and ornamental
ponds to the wide open spaces and chiming Federation
Bells of Birrarung Marr, there are abundant adjoining
parklands to explore.

An established neighbourhood

Treasury Gardens offer a tranquil green pathway
home from the city while, to the south of the building,
residents can stroll easily from Alexandra Gardens into
Kings Domain and the stunning Royal Botanic Gardens.
A cluster of historic rowing boathouses line the banks
of the Yarra River while scenic river paths cater
for cyclists, walkers and joggers.
Directly behind Island House, the former Melbourne
Tramway and Omnibus Company’s cable house has been
re-purposed as a dedicated urban arts square. Sculptural
works and wall designs sit alongside what remains
of the original red brick walls.
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With its prime position next to Melbourne’s major
sports and entertainment precinct, Island House is
superbly situated for those who love the adrenaline rush
of a big game or taking in live entertainment. The roots
of Melbourne’s distinctive sporting culture can be found
just a short walk from the building at the city’s
best stadiums and venues.

An unmatched sporting precinct

The iconic Melbourne Cricket Ground – or the ‘G’, as
it’s affectionately known to locals – was the main site
for the 1956 Melbourne Olympics as well as the 2006
Commonwealth Games and two knuckle-biting Cricket
World Cups. Residents can take in the Boxing Day Test
or catch a game of footy on a whim.
Equally sacred sporting turf is close at hand at
Melbourne Park. Home to Rod Laver Arena and
Melbourne Arena, it sees the tennis world’s elite descend
every summer for epic on-court battles. Nearby, AAMI
Park is home to devoted rugby and soccer crowds who
enjoy unobstructed views thanks to its bubble
‘bio-frame’ design.
Of course, it’s not all about sport. Residents of Island
House are also close to large indoor stadium concerts
spanning every genre of music imaginable. From
powerhouse pop performances to international rock
shows, the live entertainment options at Rod Laver
and Melbourne Arena are endless.
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Melbourne is world-famous for its cafes, restaurants,
theatres, galleries, shops and culture, and the
neighbourhood around Island House has a
wealth of history and tradition.
Bridge Road is classified as a heritage area and has
a history dating back to 1837 – two years after the
European settlement of Victoria. Residents can find
some of the finest fromage in Melbourne at the carefully
restored Victorian building that houses Richmond Hill
Café & Larder, just two minutes’ walk from home.

An unsurpassed cultural quarter

Across the road, the baristas at 50 Acres
serve up flawless coffee to fuel laidback shopping
sprees down one of Melbourne’s most renowned retail
strips. Brass plaques illuminate the history of each
building and a fresh produce market pops up on
Gleadell Street every Saturday.
A short stroll or tram ride away, the architecturallydistinguished streets of East Melbourne give way to
the beautiful buildings of Parliament House, one
of Melbourne’s most dramatic nineteenth-century
buildings. The Old Treasury Building flows effortlessly
into the ‘Paris end’ of Collins Street, where elegant
restaurants such as Cumulus Inc and The European
compete for attention with luxury retail flagships.
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Epworth Hospital
Richmond Hill Cafe & Larder
Fifty Acres
ACMI
Federation Square
Princess Theatre
Sidney Myer Music Bowl
Cumulus Inc
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National Gallery of Victoria
Chin Chin
The European
Forum Theatre
Her Majesty’s Theatre
Eau De Vie
Chanel
Louis Vuitton
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Prada
Arc One Gallery
Anna Schwartz Gallery
The Learning Sanctuary
East Melbourne Library
St Vincent’s Private Hospital
Epworth Freemasons
Bridge Road Shopping Strip

AAMI
Park

Goschs
Paddock
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Pitch Architecture designed Island House to
complement the quality and character of Melbourne
as a city. In a commanding position overlooking East
Melbourne, the building is an island counterpart to the
modern-day colossus of the MCG and the Victorian-era
shops of the Bridge Road precinct.
Inspired by the diverse, multi-layered history
of its surrounds, Island House’s design pays tribute
to the abundance of lush green parks and gardens
nearby and its proximity to world-class arts
and cultural heritage institutions.

Considered architecture

Formally, the building is ‘set back’ from the street,
fluidly responding to its unique island setting and
contextual constraints. The lower façade has a woven,
fabric-like quality which recalls the iron filigree details
of Victorian and Edwardian-era townhouses.
In contrast, the upper façade appears weightless,
softening the transitions between each tiered storey
by floating suspended against the sky. Perforated,
white metal screens provide flexible sun shading
and privacy for residences.
The sliding and angling of these adjustable screens
retains a direct connection to the adjacent park,
performing a daily veiled dance of light and shade.
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Enlightened interiors

Each of the ten residences in Island House has been
carefully designed to create a sense of sanctuary and
retreat. Award-winning interior designer Fiona Lynch
has succeeded at striking the elusive balance between
luxury and livability; grandeur and comfort.
Using a palette rich in natural materials and sculptural
elements, she has delivered unique, responsive living
environments that are contemporary yet sympathetic
to the timeless appeal of heritage homes.
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Within each residence, there is an immediate
impression of openness and space, enhanced by
vaulted ceilings and floor-to-ceiling windows.
Kitchen and dining areas feature extruded volumes,
stone textures and custom detailing, elevating these
everyday spaces into stylish escapes. Soft stone and
timber materiality add to the warm and sumptuous
material palette while directional lighting over brushed
metal island benchtops creates a natural talking point.

Residences

Award winning Pitt integrated gas burners not only
save on space but provide a distinctive, contemporary
look, while concealed fittings and closures ensure
the clean lines remain free from clutter.
In the generously-proportioned bathrooms,
warm tones from timber panelling and natural stone
insets combine to create a minimal, Scandinavian
aesthetic. The bedroom spaces feature an elegant,
pared-back palette and plenty of storage.
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With three penthouses, Island House brings statement
living at its best to one of Melbourne’s most prestigious
locations. The jewels in the building’s crown, each
penthouse features 360 degree protected views across the
leafy parks, gardens and streetscapes surrounding it.

Penthouses

With direct access to private lift lobby, each
penthouse redefines what contemporary luxury
looks like, with Fiona Lynch’s distinctive design vision
ensuring that form follows function. A double-sided
fireplace and bar area is custom-made for sophisticated
entertaining while an integrated under-bench wine
fridge makes it effortless to maintain a wine cellar.
Sculptural elements including a huge column in the
main living area add visual interest while multiple
entertaining and dining areas open up to the majestic
city and park views.
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Transitions between stone and rich timber accents
feature throughout the kitchen area, contrasting
brilliantly with the central brushed metal island bench
and sleekly integrated Pitt gas burners.
A walk-in pantry further enhances the feeling of space
while, through in the bathroom, a freestanding bath is
immediately eye-catching. The master bedroom features
a large walk-in wardrobe with bespoke cabinetry and
unparalleled city views.

Artist impression
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At ground level, a spacious lobby provides a private
place for residents to socialise and greet their guests.
In addition to keyed access to their own wine storage
cabinet, residents enjoy access to an informal lounge
area where they can unwind with a glass of wine
from their own private collection.
Artist impression

Artist impression
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VOLUME PROJECTS
With a dedicated focus on boutique
residential property developments, Volume Projects
is a Melbourne-based company with a unique approach
to designing urban homes. Rather than working with
the same team of architects or designers for every new
project, Volume hand-selects the best available teams
to suit the individual scope of work. Each new
development therefore contributes to an ongoing
anthology of work – crafted by different hands but
delivered under one vision.

An unrivalled team
Creative collaboration is what brings great design
into effect. When different perspectives combine to create
one unified vision, the result speaks volumes.
Island House represents a one-off collaboration
between Volume Projects, Pitch Architecture and Fiona Lynch.
A boutique development that captures both the quality and
character of Melbourne, it sets a new precedent for
sophisticated inner-city living.

PITCH ARCHITECTURE
Pitch has a stated mission to make high-quality
architectural design more attainable. Recognising
a gap in the marketplace for high-end luxury residences
in small-scale boutique locations, they have developed
an impressive reputation for delivering innovative,
enduring design. Young, dynamic and in tune with the
social and economic forces influencing the property
market, Pitch believes beautiful, functional buildings
are a Melbournian birthright.

FIONA LYNCH
Fiona Lynch is an award-winning interior
designer with a reputation for design excellence.
Renowned for an earthy and natural approach, she excels
at reimagining ‘typical’ details to create living spaces that
are rich, layered and textural. Her innate sense of how
interiors come together – and the pivotal role of texture
and contrast – help make her one of Melbourne’s
most sought-after interior designers.
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Disclaimer – Please note that the material contained herein has been produced prior to detailed design and construction, is indicative only and does not
constitute a representation by the Vendor, Agent, or Vendor’s consultant in respect to the size, form, dimensions, measurements, height of the building,
number of levels of the building, specifications, finishes or layout of the unit/s at all. The final product may change from that illustrated herein. Furniture and
furnishings are not included. All furniture shown and all graphics including flooring and tiles are for illustrative purposes only. Artists impressions, floor plans
and the project specification depict and or detail upgrade options which are not included in the purchase price unless noted in the contract of sale. Changes
may be made to the design and detail layouts during development and construction in accordance with the provisions of the contract of sale or the building
and or planning requirements or for compliance with relevant standards or codes. Prospective purchasers must make and rely upon their own inquiries.

Ten peerless residences,
one island site

